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ABSTRACT OF.
GENERAL VO NGUYEN GIAP: OPERATIONAL GENIUS OR LUCKY AMATEUR?

Over the course of 30 years, from 1945-1975, an ill-equipped insurgent army (Victmninh)

in Victnam led by Vo Ng\Tyen Giap defeated two well-trained, well-equipped western armies.

This accomplisthLit has perplexed students of warfare and has led some to suggest poorly applied

mITtitary art by tho French and, later, the U.S. was responsibl, rather than superior soldiering and

generaisbip by General Giap.

The facts do not bear this out. A carefl study of the First Indochina War reveals a

remarkable evolution on the part of GeneWal Giap and the Vietminh. General Giap adapted Mao

Tse Tung's theories of insurgent warfare to Vietnam and through trial and error, taught himself

and his Army how to coordinate tactical military operations in order to achieve national objectives.

His campaigns are excepdonal eamples of operational art in the dow-paced unconventional

environment of low intensity conflict. A careful review of the lessons learned by the French nmht

have hacped the U.S. avoid some of the same problems, and is still a worthwhile endeavor.

Giap's military success was not lu& It was patient application of military principles in a

unique environment. Mis success at the expense of the French and U.S. touched off a period of

intmspection which has caused a renalssancem in U.S. military doctrine. This renewed intret in

doctrine has focused on the operational level of war and how to synergstricaly sequence. militay J-.

operations to achieve strategic objective across the spectnum of conflict. Giaps success
0

preciptated this important evytution of military doctrine and his campaigns remain one of the most ,

w worthwhile examples, good and bad, of operational art at the low end of the conflict spectrm

mA-Alibility CO04l8
DTIC QUALITY W, CTED a A a.,

toist SPOOe *.L



PREFACE

In 1945, the disintegrating Japanese Empire and its occupying armies left d power vacuum

in southeastern Asia which the reborn French government sought to fill by reestablishing its pre-

war colonial presence in French Indochina. While there was moderate resistance to the return of

colonial rule in the south of Vietnam (Cochinchina) and in Laos, the paternalistic French were

confronted with a powerful political/military movement in the north of Vietnam (Tonkin) which

had seized control of the governmental structure during the anarchy associated with the Japanese

collapse before allied occupation forces aruivcd This movement, the Vietminh, refused to let go.

They were led by the Vietnamese nationalist and known Communist, Ho Chi Minh The irony of

thi confrontation was that Ho Chi Mlnh, at an earlier age and under a different name, had

appcald to the French and to the American President, Woodrow Wilson, at the Paris Peace

Conference of 1918, to extend to the Vietnamese the right of self-demination that the western

powers were advocating so eloquently as they established the Laae of Nations. Rebuffed by the

colonial French and ignored by Woodrow WiLson, Ho Chi MMnh came away embittered by what

he Perceived as hypo y and rac exhibited toward him personally and Vietnam, as a nation.

Hh resolution to remove the French by force and his suspicions of America may have been

sodified at this juncture.

Ho Chi MAnh did not act alone when he seized power. During the war years, he had

umbled a cadre of individual, dedicated to him and to communiun, who fought against the

occupymg Japanese and collabong French. One of the most important members of this inner

* cadre was Ho's miituy leader, Vo Nguyen Giap. They hoped the allies would reward them with

independenceat the end of the war, and furier fighting would not be neassary. Th Potsdam
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agreements which failed to concede Vietnamese sovereignty were a second rebuff which Ho and

(-iap were determined to resist. When negotiations between the French and Vietminh broke down

in December 1946, Giap retreated to the Viet Bac and renewed his insurgent style warfare, now

against the French. France was aware of Vietnamese hopes for independence and ultimately

aimed to grant independence. They felt Vietnam was not ready, however, and they had near total

disdain for the ability of this Vietminh organization to stand up to a western army. French military

planners, anxious to remove the embarassment of World War H boasted they would defeat the

Vietminh within a matter of weeks. Shortly thereafter, French forces engaged Vietminh forces on

the battlefield and were introduced to the protracted war tactics and operational art of General

Giap. His abilities enraged, perplexed, and ultimately defeated the French in the First Indochina

War. Did the French lose this war by incompetence and overconfidence, or did General Giap win

it with superior generalship?

The campaigns of the First Indochina War reveal the answer to that question. Because

Giap was a communist, a callous leader who had little regard for human life, and because he

defeated two western armies, there has been a tendency to undervalue his abilities and

contributions to military operational art He did make sigicant mistakes in the First Indochina

Wir, but he also learned from these mistakes. The military leader who emerged victorious in 1954

was a hardened professional who had learned the complicated art of campa4ging in a protracted,

insurgency war environment. Within those campaigns are tremendous lessons in conducting

revolutionary warfare against a superior foe. Also within those campaigns are some equally

tremendous leMns in how to defeat a compment insurgency. Both of these perspectives are

worth capturing in operational doctrine for the low intensity conflicts in which we will continue to

find ourselv involved.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many published and emerging dootrinal publications of the U.S. Armed Forces are

devoting considerable space and effort to &fining the operational level of war and codifying

operational art, including campaign planning. Introspection and recrimination following the

Vietnam War led many strategists and students of the military profession to focus on the short-

cominp in the existing doctrine which allowed tactical successes on the battlefield to be little more

than demonstrations of superior technology and brute strength which did not contribute, in a

mmanin way, to an overall strategic victory. Campaign planning had been a strong suit of

American flag officers during World War HI and was somewhat evident in the Korean Conflict

The U.S. had reasonably clear national goals and objectives in Vietnarm. It also had a military

establishment with competnce and capability equal or betto than any other in the world. The

U.S. did i the enemy - the North Vietnamese. The U.S. mtay appeaed unable

to comprehand and ariculvt what military conditions would have to be established to achieve

naadoval objctie. American operational art lacked cohesivene and doggedly pursued an

il&t~ •ttrition strAt which tr, tively simple math suggetted would niwe worL. Public

mpatiene finally brought n ead to the militaxy nconclusivcmm.

The years immediately following Vietnam represned a low ebb for the nation and the

U.S. Armed ForeL Like Spring followa Winter with a mbirth however, this fodom period led to

a raJuvenation of innovative military thinking. The rtsults, starting in 1982 with the Armys air-

land battd doctine, have been qctacular: refined air-land battle doctrine, aerospace battle

docrinA Marim campaigning, Naval littoral w'fat, and mcairghW joint campaign planning

doctrinr. Concunat wih this military introspection, civilian policymnakar relooked conditions



under which the US. would become involved militarily in potential conflicts. Secretary of

Defense Weinberger articulated the conditions whereby U.S. forces could be used, and these

principles have more recently been reconfirmed by Secretary of State Christopher. Principles of

this doctrine include: 1) clearly defined objectives; 2) reasonable chance of success; 3) exploitation

of technical advantages and use of overwhelming force; 4) a war termination plan; and 5) consent

of the American people. Implicit in this doctrine is the notion that wars involving U.S. forces

should be short, decisive affairs, recognizing that public will can be very fleeting in democratic

societies. This *American way of war" causes U.S. military planners to think of campaigns in

team of dikys or weeks. Campaigns that last months or years push the envelope of national policy.

Therein lies the key to understanding the operational level of war in protracted, guerilla-

type warfare and the operational art as practiced by the North Vietnamese military leader, General

Vo Nguyen Giap. The Viietnamese, given their 1000 year tradition of resisting foreign dominance

and weil-educaid by their successful Chineon communist ncob^ think in taems of years and

decades for military crapaigns to work. The Vietminh and Vietnamese Peoples Army (VPA)

campaigned for four years against the Japanesc, ciiht yearm against tho Fr=ch4 ten years against

the U.S., and two final years against the South Victnamese to achieve success.

Vo Nguyen Gisp was a central figure in all these campaigns. He created the VPA, learned

the military pMfeion under fire, and made many mistakes. but ultimatlcy triumphed o'vr the

Frnch in the Pint Indochina War and the Americans in the Second Indochina War. Many of his

detractor emphasize his batlefeld defcats and conclude the two wars were lost in Paris and

Washington, rupectwl, not won by Giap. His mpors often talked of his bilance and

dogmicalýy bea their dnrms about the decline of the U.S. and the ineviable victory of socialism.

The ideologa rhetoric asociated with his victories detacted from the actul military art. As
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usual, the truth is probably somewhere in between. It is clear, however, that Giap's formative

years as an operational commander were against the French, in the First Indochina War from

1946-1954. By trial and error, he refined his concept of revolutionary people's war, adding

important new dimensions to Mao Tsc Tungs initial, simplistic theories.

It is the thesis of this paper that despite his lack of formal military training, General Giap

was able to mold a unique operational style, especially well-suited for protracted warfare. Many

aspects of the Indochina conflicts are unique to the local culture and geography, but Giap has

given the nilitary art insights which transcend parochial regional considerations. Most importantly

as a campaigner, he knew where his own center of gravity was - the people of Vietnam - and

developed mechanism for parying away any sinificant threats to this center of gravity.

Convemely, he identified the French center of gravity early on - the will of the French colonial

army and the support of the French people - and adapted his ampalps to slowly, methodically,

and patiently wear away Frtnch will.

Unlile most wae natiors where polics and nilitay mamu are clarty scpatod, the

Viemiewth viewed these as inextricably intertwined. Giap was a soldier and a politican. Ho Chi

Minh was a politician and a military strategist The campaigns of the First Indochina War were

developeA approved and supevsed at the highest political levels of the Vietminh. Such a concept

runs counter to western military thought, but was espcally effectiv in the protracted war scario

where continu of pwpoeo gave significant advantage, Folowing a brief look at the o0in of the

Fist Indochina War and a look at the backround that led Vo Nguyen Ciap to the head of the

Vie•tmese Peoles AnMy, we will see if there arm any worthwhile Imons to be learned by

studying the competiAg national objectives and campaign plans of the Fint Indochina War.
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II. VIETNAM

The ethnio Vit, rmotely related to the Chinese, have inhabited the coastal lowlands of

the eastern Indochina Peninsula since before the time of Jesus. The sketchy history known in the

western world is of a land frequently tormented by Chinese invaders and internal strife. The Victs

had little to do with indigenous tribes in the interior hihldands regjons, busying thernseles with

agriculture and trade in the coastal regions. The northern and southern regions of Vietnam

frequeatly feuded, gaining a semblance of unity only when threatened with foreign domination,

usually from China.

Europans *discovered" Vietnam in 1535 when the PoMtuguee foundid a miWion at Faifo,

near pr=nt day Da Nan&, but they nver" turned Faifo or Vietnam into an important element of

the tding ystem. Frmch misonan •s suplanted ft PtMue in the I60L IIIs

tissionries converted mor peol popotioay, to Christsinity (Cathlcinm) than in ay

other Asian nat "cept the Phillipines. Frnch influ c continued to grow in southern

Vietnm until a backlash of Vetm= whnocnis bepa objecting to the fu&r spread of

""m  repan ion and culftu." The French intervcd militudy in the 1 W6's to protect

missimories and convests but also betg dmanding tradingf h Over the next quartr

centuty, the French feuded with the Viets, Chinese and K im. Although the Vietnams had a

sopha•ceed adininitra ttem, anary and conflict caused by civil strife and Chinese

intfemrA along with Fftch impea si cmpelled the French to fmnally colie

Cochinchina, Annam (central Vietam) and Taonkin aloag with Cambodia as te French

lcochhmka w iaon In . La.w as added six years latw (Figu 1).
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INDOCHINA

French Indochina (tihe Indochinese Union of 1886) consisted of the protectorates
of Laos, Cambodia, Tonkin and Annam, and the colony of Cochinchina. In 1949
the' three kys of Vietnam (Tonkin, Annam and Cochinchina) were united, and the
new State of Vietnam, together with Laos and Cambodia, became Associated
States of the French Union. As a result of the Geneva Agreement of 19S4
Vietnam, Laod and Canibodia became independent, but Vietnam was divided at
the seventeenth parallel into a Communist North and a non-Communist South.
This state of affairs pertains in 1975, although many parts of South Vietnam are
now undcr Communist control.

CHINA

0DIEN BIEN 40 HANOI
BURMA *PHU :0

HAIPHONG

4
TONKIN! .4

A ANHAINAN
VIENTIANE If

COHI

0

T 14AlLAND HUE
A NIAM

COCHINA0 so 1000"11t -CHINA

Figure 1
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The French legacy to Indochina was good education, introduction to western ideas, access

to the west, Catholicism for a significant minority, especially in the south, language, good

administrative structures, significant infrastructure (roads, bridges, ports), along with a fairly heavy

dose of heavy-handed brutality and western racism called pacification to quell any potential

dissent. The result was the dcveiopment of a competent intellectual class, but also development of

anticolonialism in the form of Vietnamese nationalism. Concurrently, Vietnam went from

economic millstone around France's neck to resource rich colony as rubber and rice began to

command significant roles in the world marketplace. Though plagued by chronic dissent Vietnam

became a treasured colony of France and the French people which they did not relish losing.

As we have seen repeatedly around the world, colonialism, no matter how benign and well-

intended, is seldom embraced by the subject nation. Most of the sovereign nations in the Americas

were born of revolutions to overthrow colonial domination. Vietnam was no different. The

French did some remarkable and inspired things in Vietnam, but they also exploited, repressed,

and blunted the self-determination and expression of the nation, its people, and its culture. Not

surprisingly, dissident movements and protests began to develop, asserting Vietnamese nationaIsea.

These movements attracted many of the well-educated and frustrated Vietnamese intelligentsia.

One of these inte-ligent nationalistic Vietamnese radicals, named Nguyen Sinh Cung, later

, hanged to Ho Chi Minh (he who brings light), benefited by French education and the culture of

Paris in twe eary 1900's. He developed a real affinity for French philosophy, language, and

freedoms. No was also exposed to the ideas of socialism and Marxism while in France - ideas

which appealed to-hini as he thought of his nation as oppressed. After having some of his

moderate idea for reform in Vietnam rebuffed by the French, he went to Russia, and later, China

where he receved moral support and became an avowed ;.ommunisL Without returning to
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Vietnam personally, he called a meeting of radical Vietnamese factions in Horg Kong in 1929 and

succeeded in fonring the Indochiese Communist Panrty. Even then, Vietnamese coimmuist

designs on the rest of Indochina were apparent' The clear objective was an independent Vietnam

(all of Vietnam) with a communist government.

The communists were not welcome in colonial Vietnam and, like all other dissidents, were

brutally repressed by the colonial police. These dissident elements were very fragmented and

ineffective. Ho Chi Mlnh spent much of this same time in the 1930's traveling and learning about

revolution, especially with the commurists in China. One thing he learned in Russia and confirmed

in China was that a revolution must be launched under favorable conditions. The conditions were

not yet right in Vietnam.

Japanese imperialism replaced French colonialism in 1940 as the Japanese sought precious

resources for their war machine. Unlike most nationalists in Asia who supported Japan, Ho had

the foresight to predict an ultimate U.SdBritish victory. He aligned himself with the Allies, hoping

for support for Vietnamese ndepondence after the war.4 Conditions for revolution were improving

in 1941 and Ho returned to Vicamn for the first me in 30 years to begin organizing in eanest.

He chose the rural highlands along the northern frontier with China as a redoubt and organized his

pporters into the Viet Nam Doc Lap Dong Minh - The Vietnam Independence Lague -. or

Vietminh. for short. The purpose of this organization was to resist the Japanese occupiers and

French collaborators. Of all those who were attracted to Ho's charismatic leadership, Ho selected

Vo Nguyen Giap, a young strident crinmunis4 nationalist to form and lead the Victmninh military.

Little is known about Vietminh act4ivit from 1941 to te 1944 other than to sy they were

recuit, oapnzimng and trining themselves, wiL6 assistance from the Chinese and Ametican

OSS, who were helping Anyone willing to oppose the Japanese. Ho's vision was to ovethrow the
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Japanese and assume power himself. Small guerilla bands harassed French and Japanese patrol,

assassinated Vietnamese collaborators, and "propagandized" the population with the positive

Vietnamese nationalist message.5 In the overall scheme of World War II, these were relatively

inconsequential events. In the evolution of a revolutionary guerilla movement, they were

monumentally important times. By D.cember 1944, Giap had completed a fairly comprehensive

self-development program in the military ait and had formed his first "regular" militaty unit -' a

"Propaganda and Liberation Brigade" - consisting of 34 men and started the Vietnamese tradition

of combining military and political force in one unit On December 22, 1944, this unit successfully

attacked a small French outpost ir what is now officially recognized as the birthdate of the

Vietnam People's Army (VPA).

By August 1945, when thO Japanese capitulated, G(ap's VPA had grown to over 10,000

men, not including the countless thousands who supported him as porters or guerilla fighters.' The

unexpected collapse of Japan left Vietnam in a state of virtual anarchy with a notable power

vacuum,. Into this vacuum stopped Ho, backed by Giap and the VPA; by far the most organized

political force in Vietnam On September 2, 1945 they marched out of tho jnes, into Hanoi=

and, using the exact words of the Amen'ca= Declaration of Independence, proclaimed the

independenco of Vietnam. Ho, hoping for U.S. support confided in an OSS agent that he would

welcome a million U.S. soldier,, ... but no French soldiem, The powerless French, however,

were not pleased and were dctcrmined to re-cstablish colonWl rle. The Vietminh established a

modicum ofcontr in the nonk, but anarchy reigned in the south. exacerbated by the terrorist

tactics of the semi-autonomous Vietminh movement theme. Under the tenna of the Potsdam

agmentK iain introduced occupation " to establish conrol in the south and then turned

over control to France. Now credibly reintalled in Indohink, the Frencl-, seved notice on Ho of
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their intent to rewn to pre- war colonia rule. He sent a pleading, prophetic note to General d

Yt,u would understand better if you could see what is happening here, if you
could feM1 this yearning for independence that is in everyone's heart, and which
no human force can any longer restrain. Should you re-establish a French

administration here, it wlnot be obeyed. Every village will be a nest of
resistance eac& former collaborator am enemy, and your officials and colonists
will thmwle seek to leave this atmosphere, which will choke them.r

With no outside support and no compromise frota the French, Ho and his interior minister, Gap

tzitZ tit. best :hery coild to solidify control. They were only partially successf and Ho issued a

remarkable statement in December 1945:

Thoig)h five raonths h- -a pa.sed since we declared independence, no foreign
countries have recognized us. Though our soldiers have fought gloriously, we

=re still far from victory. Though oe r administration is honest and efficient,
corruption has not bee eklrniated. Though we hWe introduced reforms, disorder
disturbs several awn. We could ascribe t• .se setbacks to the fact that our regime
is young, or make other excuses. Dut no. Our successes are due to the efforts
of our cidzms, and our shortcomings are our own fault'

An attempt to nt8pge a politick! scttlement with #b, french was made, but faltered. An

uneasy peco xisted until tAks broke down in Decemoer 1946. Ot Decncbor 19, 1946 in the

face of a Frenich ultimahun to disarm his sokliers, Giap and the Vieminh attacked French citizens

and military targets in Hano. A fluce, bloody baefl raged for suvers! weeks. Gi.-p, =dgsn

te•porary defeat, Wited a virtual dezlaration of war on behal. the Vietmlnh ar they reteated

out of Hano, back to the Viet Bax: I mero-all zlidien and RUnLi in the center, south, and north

o rand togthar, go into aftle, desoy the inva~r, and uve the nation.... The resistawe will be

kmg and arduou, but our cQu i3 just and we will muey ttijmi.' 0 The FR Indochina W-r,

between France and the Vi•thin t hd bcgim
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HIL GENERAL VO NGUYEN GIAP

Vo Nguyen Giap was bon In 1912 in the village of An Xa, Quang Binh Province in the

central part of Vietnam known as Annam. Ironically, this area was just north of the 17th parallel,

which would assume special significanoz as a result of Giap's military exploits in 1954. Giap's

father was considered a scholar locally, an avowed anti-colonias% and of very limited material

means. Excelling as a student in his early years, Giap gained admission to the Lycee Quoi-Hoc at

Hue. While at school in Hue, Giap fell under the influence of Phan Boi Chau, an ardent

nationalist sometimes referred to as the Sun Yat Sen of Vietnam. These influences and his own

thoughts led Giap to join and become an activist in the Tan Viet Menh Dang (Revolutionary Party

for a Gad Victory) at the age of 14. Also, in the general timeframe, Giap probably read Ho Chii

Minhs book. T Colonialism on Trial."

The next few years of Giaps life arm not well recordet He was expelled from school for

disciplinay reasons, joined a more radical element of the Tan Viet and participated in

demonstuions ain French rule. He was anested andjaged. He met his wife-to-be while in

Frenchjail, and upon ease returned to school as a much more dedicated studenL" M

excellence as a student earned him admisons to the unimsby at Hanoi where he continrue to

excel, eaning a desee in law and a reputation as an nuatiable student of history. He continued

his stulies, taught hitory, remaie active in dissident politics and wrote scholarly treatime on the

pliht of the Vietnamese peasant He mariedMin That, a declard communist and became

mrem active in Communist Party civitis. isf histoa st s included eMtenive study of

.warfare and great geel inludn Napolo and T. L. AwrcL H students prophetia

PUlled him %the geer" becaue of his aby to diuss and draw Napoleoul c4mpa and bat
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plans in minute detaiL' Giap came to know Phamn Van Dong, a fature Premier of North Vietnam,

during this time. It was Dong who subsequently introduced Giap to Ho Chi Minh.

The French colonialists had grown increasingly tolerant of political dissent in the late

1930'M6 largely because similar liberalism prevailed at home. In 1939, however, the Hitler-Stalin

non-aggrssion pact was signed, Hitler invaded Poland, and communism was outlawed in France

and Vietnam. Giap and his wife went into hiding in Annam, but she was later arrested for

subversive acitivity. She was sentenced to life in prison, but died in captivity. French authorities

insisted she had died of natural causes, but Giap was convinced that his wife was mistreated.

The exact mechanics of Vietminh and splinter group communications and decisionmaking

is unleakr, but sometime in 1941, Giap was nominated or identified by Ho Chi Mlnh as best

qualified to form and lead a nilituy ann of the Vietminh. Shortly thereafter, he fled to China with

Dong and probably laid the groundwork for a close association with Ho during meetings in May

1941. This was Giap's first meeting with Ho, but his reputation as a competent, loyal communist

had precded him. It was during these meetings in southern China that a military strategy for

gaining indpendnc from the French and the Iapanese was formulated.

Sometime in 19424 Giap returned to Vietnam to lead guerilla activities against the Japanee

and, ultimately, form the VPA to ihbrte" Vietnam. He recognized the need for a safe haven

wherein he could organize and train. Hence, he located in the northern mountaim of Vietnam

where the Japanewe and French seldom ventured due to the hostility of the terrain and tribal groups

who lived therem This area afforded secre lines of supply and additional safe haven in China, if

neccsmya. Th proved to be a pritious decsion with immediate and long term benefilL As

discussed earlier, Gap litay acivities were limited to gueilla ambushes and some minor smaill
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unit operations against isolated outposts. He did build a credible army, however, and was able to

y, provide Ho with the strength he needed to assume power after World War IL

When the Democratic Republic of Vietnam was proclaimed on September 2,1945 a

coalifion government of competing political parties was formed with Ho Chi Mýnh as head. Giap

was appointed as Minister of the Interior. He was the acting head of state during Ho's tenure at the

Paris peace negotiations in 1946, earning a reputation as an efficient, but ruthless administrator.

When negotiations broke down, Giap went back to the task of building a disciplined, well-trained

army to liberate Vietnam. The procem of organizing a resistance developing an infrastructure,

establishing a doctrine for fghting the superior colonial power, and conducting successful

campalgna culminating in the decisive victory at Dien Bien Phu in 1954 represent Oiap's principal

contribution to oprtionl art and thoughL His wepeince as a geneWl are an interesting path of

trial and e=ror, spriniled with some devastating losses, He was vry resilent, however, and learned

from his mistake
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IV. NATIONAL OBJECTIVES & GRAND STRATEGIES

Before studying the campaigs of General Giap, it is important to understand the objectives

each side felt they were fighting for. For France, World War II was a humiliating experience.

Defeated by Gemany, the free French in exile and resisting had to watch the Vichy French

government prostitute itself repeatedly in the face of German and Axds demands. Though

supported by England, France received little help or encouragement from the U.S. to resist the

Japanese in Indochina, and were excluded, in large measure, from post-war conferences on the

future of Indochina. The allies did formally agree to a modest French proposal to parachute

assessment teams into Vietnam in August 1945. Because officials of the Vichy French colonial

administration could not be trusted, the Free French wanted objective assessments of conditions on

the ground and what would be required to restore order.

S,•,Na teams did after Vietnam, but almost all were captured by the surging Vietminh13

Their loss frozo the French into inaction in a period of despread anarchy, leading to the initial

takeover by Ho Chi Minh and the Vietminh in September 1945. When the French pleaded with

the Americans for assistan, the Amkica= following the anti-colonial, anti-French tone

established by Roosevelt earlier, rejected their pleas and struck up a surprisingly harmonious

relationship with the Vietminh. Only later, and then too late, did many Americans realize that the

Vietllnh were not a pro-estemr, nationalistic movement, but a Russian and Chinese related

commnunit movement. Fidel Castro managed a similar rose in 1958. Though American support

for the Vietminh quicklyfaded, this show of U.S. ppWo in 1945 was critical in solidifying the

Vitmin cd&il and eaulshiag th calition for a violemt confrontation with France.
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That do Gaulle and Roosevelt did not get along is well known. Both had huge egos and

could be most uncompromising. Despite French humiliations, however, do Gaulle was insistent,

for the health of the nation, that France emerge from World War II with suitable dignity. This

meant not stripped of its pride, colonies, or positions of prestige in world associations. England

knew a strong France was critical to stability in post-war Europe and the U.S. grudgingly came to

the same realization. Do Gaulle probably had no delusions about making Indochina a full, directly

controlled colony again, but he did feel that French people should be involved in establishing the

conditions of indepeodence and in determining the nature of future French relations with its

former colonies. One of the initial negotiating positions of the French was for relative autonomy in

Tonkin and Annam, within an overall French Indochinese Union, similar to the British

Commonwealth. In a patealistle sort of way, many French felt their job of bringing cvlization

to Viaba was not yet complete and they needed a few more years to fully and properly prepare

thir wchircen for full ndependcnc.

The Vietminh manged to u.tAlish a desree of control in Tonkln and Annam, but were

unable to establish rdera in Coc chia before the occupying British aied The British, as

mandated by the Potsdam agreements, sent militay occupation troops and administrators to

Saigon and the south. They were opposed vehemently by the renegade southern Viaminh

movement leading to oubtntial combat over the course of late 1943 and most of 1946 in what

the British refe to a the First Vietnam War. The British ran the Vietminh out of Saigon and=

with the help of crapured Japanese roo" s and freed French sodiers, rew-ablied order in

Sligon. They turned ow to the French a Vietnam, south of Hue, in relatively orderly ehapo.

With a sacre base in Saigon, the French sought to m- bs their olonial control ovr all of

kidochina, including the Tonkin region.
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Conflict between the French and Vietminh became increasingly inevitable. French military

officers, anxious to regain credibility lost in World War A4 did not want to back down from this

fght. Even with manpower and equipment shortages, they assumed the Vietnamese peasant

soldiers would be no match for western military thought and a "real" army. This institutional

conceit and racism blinded French planners from the fact that they were fighting a dedicated,

tenacious, competent4 disciplined, well-trained, and well-led foe.

Wnitially,.French national objectives were clear: re-establish French order in Vietnam;

continue to prepare Vietnam for eventual independence; allow France the opportunity to help

determine Vietnam's eventual destiny. A more thorough analysis, however, leads one to ask what

French vital interests were at stake? The answer is, of course, none. Except for the rather

superficial concerns for national pride and honor, French soldiers found it increasingly difficult to

ariculate exactly what they were fighting for.

The brit conduct of the Vetmninh in the south including tenorisn-4 murder, and abject

crimia behavior finally convinced the U.S. and others that this was not a benign, democratic

movement. As hories betwece the French and Victninh deepe•ed, the communist nature of

the inwx ecy became mor apparent Events in Eastarn Europe, Greece, and Korea generated

the U.S. policy of containing international communism and, despite earlier misgiving about the

French, the U.S. came around to actively encouraging and supporting French military operations

to contain communism in Vietamn. French policy wa clear, albeit shallow, early on, but lost

focus as the potential for regaining the lost empire cemed. Mounting caualtics usped the

monle of the French soldiers and the will of the cifiz back home., as the "easy victory" turned

into a painfhl s nate. French objectives became lehs Fnrh and more U.S. - contain

cmmunismn - but few could articulate French natioml interests in Vietnam aft 1950, French
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grand- strategy assumed the Vietmin would collapse after one or two decisive defeats. Giap,

avoided becoming decisively engaged until he was ready, but the French never flmdamentally

revised their overall strategy, instead ending up in a war of wills and attrition whiok Isoed fbous

and which they were destined to lose as they waited for their decisive big battle.

Vietntamese interests and grad strategies were simpler and more straightforward.

Although therm were several political movements, the Vietmiinh were, by far, the best organized

and most credible. They had gained great credibility with the people because they brought order to

the arem they controlled, they had introduced manny needed reforms, and they always seemed to

win their military enigagments (mostly small guerilla operations to this point). Their assumption of

national power in 1%5S gave them the legitimacy to articulate Vietnam's national goals. The

Vietmilnh were, first and foremnosk~ an anti-colonial nationalistic movcnloL After 1000 years of

foreign domination, civil and regonal anurc-by, Vietntamese nationalism was ready to blossom.

The couddi=~v favoring revolution seemed to be at hand. The objective articulated by the

Vietminh included: an independent, united Vietnanm, tic of forepig domination; a partnership

with France; and, establishment of a wociallst/communist govermmnt

Giap and Ho do not appear to have had any delusions about their military capabilities vis a

vis the capabilities the French could bring to bear They also appeciated what American aid

would add to that quation. Gimp has Joked about Wiena= a"not just an underdeveoped nation,

but a totaly undeveoped counhzy.'" He knew his limitations verusa well-trained well-armed foe.

He also believed in his caus ard was wiling to use any muan at his disposal to gain midependence

and power. Hei quoted iiqenl asaying dwFrench nem had a chance bex.-use Vietnm

bad the time and fth peop* to w~i a protracted war." The grad strategy was a patient form of

warfar tha sought to undermine the supeiority of the French by aMacking onl when locAl



superiority could be achieved, declining decisive battle, and slowly taking away the will of the

French to Wght As French enthusiasm for combat waned, the strengthening Vieftinh could

increase the tempo of battle untl the French commander admitted he could no longer hope to win.

Tactically, thic center of gravity was the French Army, concentrated in the area near Hanoi

Strategically, the center of gravity was the will of the French people and government to fight a war

that appeared to have no end. Initially, Giap focused on the strategic objective and avoided their

strength.

Over time, Vietnam took on a significance far beyond anyone's initial expectations. What

started out as an anti-colonial insurgency became a superpower clash of ideologies. As the

dogmatic communist side of Ho Chi Minh and his followers, including Giap, was revealed,

alliAnces b-came polarized and skewed. Russia, communisafm missionary, saw the opportunity to

spread the reoution and oppose U.S. policy. CUia, the inspir*aon for peasant revolution,

offed sanctuary, limited supplie and moral mpport, but was preoccupied with her own interal

problems and the Korean War. Victnam was able to cffctiv, ply its Thina card" because

France and the U.S. did not fuy undeytand the mnisst between•China and Vieumm. Tho U.S..

stung by communist deceit, imsperialism and ruthesns amund the world, became obsessed with

containing communism. After some initial blunders with Frace,, the U.S. became a major

suppir of anna, equipenct, money, covert suppott and moral support in an effort to keep France

in the First Indochin War, desite the waning will of the French people and the ina of the

French or Americans to devise a succ;•uful strategy.
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f V. THE CAMPAIGNS

Students of the military profession have long recognized the synergistic value of properly

sequencid baWts and engagements. As Clausewitz wrote, "By looking on each engagement as

part of a series, at least insofar as events are predictable, the commander is always on the high road

to his goaL""I While some soldiers and many romanticists look for the single decisive victory, the

simple truth is that militaxy victory is virtually always the result of a series of hard-fought battles,

some successfu and some not that finally cause one side or the other to capitulate and submit to

the other sides will The term campaigning has been fiequently used to describe this military art

More recently, motivated in large part by the stinging defeat in the Second IndoWn War, the

U.& militay hs reinveot the GerMa concept of opetmonal ar to describe the AN to

consut• awcssfil campaigs. The value of campainn was leaned the hard way in the

tenches of Wodd War!t where tacc eugagements fared up contus, but had no ui g

opeaional purpoe. The aid flag oEr of World War H demonstrated a rma e grasp of

campaioing as the allies wage viccessfil conampigs in AfiicA, Itly, the Pacifc, and finally,

Operation Overtr T1e biggest lesson learned in them camnpaigns was the need to be flemale,-

respoc v.e., and padew coaeniP4 unatpu, c e on the baWtficld when directin

m~itay acXmiies at this operational lvxeL

Jnsw wasrf or protactd watfire is obviously differna thlun conventional militay

operations. Sa ?enior anod, late, America Sleld co~maxndus had a difficut* time makidg the

tanito from thir aucceful camtionl war wisdom tecogizing how to effectiv sequence

opera•os inso vigftU campai plan in a slow-paw colic with an ehuive enemy. The

weed to k& w poftical and hnwaitzian opeation into ovelU canpaign planning ca•ocan
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with military operations was a totally alien concept Gonrla Giap, a neophyte at actual warfare in

1945, had no conventional experience which inhibited his thinking in terms of conducting

insurgeUtfguerilla warfare. He was an avid student of military history, as mentioned earlier, plus he

learned the basics of protracted war firsthand in China from Mao Tse Tung. It was tlis "clean

slate" of little experience that probably enabled Giap to truly learn from his mistakes, effectively

leamn to sequence the slow steps of insurgent warfare, and apply the lessons of history to this new

form of warfare. Although he has written little, Giap has made major contributions to the

operational art just by virtue of the fact we have his campaigns to study. His overall campaign

plan was to use "Poples War" to fight a three stage war - contention, equilibrium, and

counteroffensive - closely integrating military and political goals to adceve tahe defeat of the

French Colonial Army. We shall look at each of these component and examine his campaign.

Whether Giap coined the term Pcople!s War or not is inrial He•uses it frequently in

his wti•n- Rejecting the notion of Lenin that an utban-bavAd minority-supported revolution

could wodk in Vietnam, GCap epucd the need for the bulk of the nural populace to be actv

ongaged in supporing military operations, not just with soldier manpower, but with food, shlter,

porder~age and active moral supporL Giap alho reale the need to not only pay Uip service to

popular suppoAt, but also to deamlop means of articuating resisance objectives to the populace and

making tangMe reforms remnSg these promises in amra they contolet Conequently, the

Vicinh operated ocal goements in areas they controled in the Viet Bac, provided necessary

sev , attened some land reform programs, and tried to reform landlord and interest rate

poceu Many oftee dm emp were ctude and unucm , but the Victmih beam

reputed as rdefmdus who offered the posbi of pos:ii ch&age. In caqjartm with ths the
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Vietminh undertook massive educational programs to promote communism as the savior of

Vieam, both in the military forces and with the local oopulation.

While Giap's rhetoric showed a concern for die welfare of the people, his actions indicated

a callousness for individual human life. fHs actions and words demonstrated a repeated willingness

to sacrifice thousands of lives to obtain one more victory on the way to independence. He also

knew the value of people in supporting rear area logistical operations. His actions and writings

demonstrate a unique understanding of the role of logistics and secure rear areas in the successful

prosecution of a campaign. The methods he used, as discussed above, worked and it provided

Giap with a sanctuary from which to wage his war against a more powerful, better equipped foe.

To wage such a war he needed an ares. where he could recover from setbacks, organize with little

fear of being caught or decisively defeated, and venture out of it to deliver minor defeats to a

powerful enemy which, over time, would alter the balance of power between the two. The

French use of airborne forces to invade this sanctuary was a nuisance, because the force always

quickly witHrew duo to lack of secure lines of supply. Giap's people provided the equalizer to

French power and technology.

Also of note in the 'Teople's War" concept is the integration of tiers of forves. Resistance

was provided by guerilla figtes in villages, regional militia; and tht rigular VPA. Guerillas who

fought well were promoted to the militia, and if worthy, finally selected for the VPA. Those who

made it to the VPA considered it an honor. Additinal',, those who made it were already

well-trained, battled hardened vetcrans. The notion of Ie VPA as an undisciplined, poorly

trained, bungling organization was pure fiction. By 1954, they were one of the best armies in the

world. These tiers of forces wore mutually supporting and could be called upon to secure rear

artas, conauct diversionary attacks, and augmcat reg-Aar forces. This concept solidified Vietmlnh
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.ontrol as they occupied more and more area. The Vietminh approach to pacification and

coterimnsurenmy was much more successful Yhan the Freach.

Associated with this concept of To'eoples War" is the second of General Giap's unique

perspetiwvs on operational art. This was his concept of integrating military and political goals

throug. the "P:-oIe's Army." He described the badic eentnts of the "People's Army" thusly:

1) A national army with patriots from all revolutionary classes and
all nationalities, including minority ones.

2) It is a democratic army wherein soldiers are gien a voice in
their leadwhip and direction.

3) It is a people's army because it defends the fundamental interests
of the people.

4) It is under the leadership of the Party which alone has made it
into a revolutionary army, a true people's army.

5) Political hidoctriation and work within the army is of paramount
importance. It is the soul of the army.

6) The army must maintain good relations with the people by always
respeoin the people, helping the people, and defending the people.7

Muoh of this was pure rhetoric, from the halls of Iaoi's propaganda ministry, aimed at

ears that wanted to listen to it. But, it also seems clear that Giap, himsefl very much believed in

the basic tenets of this concept and the VPA did, in large measure, aspire to these goals. The VPA

did make consclentous efforts to integrate ethnic minorities, leaders rose from within the ranks and

stayed in touch with their soldiers, a•u the army readily followed the political goals of the Pau•y.

Of great importance was the time alloted for political indoctrination of soldiem Fully 50% of

training time was devoted to politica education. Excessive by westerri standards, these soldier

clearly had ideological sno of purpose which Giap cited as key to many of his victotics. The

presence of the Party in the mflita struchu and the power of the commissar to make final

militay decsions arested to the importance of unity of purpose of the people, party, and military.

By repetitioa it was assured these goals were identical from area to area, and mutually understoedA
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"While this may be another instance of a concept not being originally Giap's, it was he who learned

it, adapted it to a uniquely Vie tmese situation, and made it work to his and the Vietminh's ends

better than it had ever been done before.

Because he was a communist and because he used unsavory atd unethical techniques to

achieve his ends, many western analysts prefer to think of Giap as a war criminal rather than an

innovative operational artist How original he was is debatable. What he certainly did was take

Mao's theories of guerilla warfare and masterfully apply them to Vietnam's unique situation. In his

words, he saw pr, tracted warfako as a gradual altering of the balance of power by a long series of

small tactical victories, each of which had been assured by achieving overwhelming local

superority, or decining battle. He saw protracted war occurring in three distinct phases:

1) Stage of Contention (predominantly organization and guenla wfare)
2) Period of Equilibrium (complex mix of guerlila and mobile warfare)
3) Stage of Counteroffensive (mobile warfare with conventional forces
including some positional warfare in late stages)"5

This model is similar to Mao's three phased gucrilla/protracted warfaro which called for.

1) orpnization/terrorism phase; 2) guarlla warfare phase; 3) mobile conventional warfare phase.

The principal difference is Gips mliance on regular forces much earlier in order to gain and hold

new areas. Giap saw organization and limited guerilla activity and minor successs against an

oppressor as integral to overall organization success. It gave the movement credibility and helped

speed up the oqpnzation phase. Because of this reasoning, some analysts feel Gmap's operational

concepts more closely resemble those of Che Guevara, wherein one can *create* or at least

accelerate the conditions for revolution. Of equal note, Giap insisted that this phase targeted

enemy menlo and attrition, not the occupation of new territory. Actions were taken only when
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success was certairL Gaining popular support and wearing down the enemy wen paramount at

this stage.

The second stage, equilibrium, has two aspects. Because of the guerilla activity, the

balance of military power was slowly being altered, putting the rebel and government forces on a

more equal footing. This was predicated on the assumption that a colonial foe would begin to

loose the will to fight and would become reluctant to repeatedly reinforce losing engagements.

Equlibrium also implied the emerging importance of conventional units to exploit the gains of the

guerillas and begin making deliberate attacks aimed at gaining and holding geographic positions.

Finally, Giap's protracted war entered its last stage, the general counteroffensive where

mobile warfare by large conventional forc predominates. The mitary balance, as confirmed by

intelligence had been altered significantly to assure the insurgents overwhelming military

superiority, if properly maneuvered. Logistics and support functions became much more

important in this phase. Additionally, planning and preparation were much more detailed and

dfcul The goal in this phu was to convince the enemy commander he could no longer win

and further combat was futile. To Giap's credit, he acknowledged this was an oversimplified

approach and that protracted warfare is a complex mix. of guerilla and mobile warfare that can

occur simultaneously throughout the country for an extended period of time. Such was the case in

Tonkin in the early 1950's.

In analyzing Giap as an operational artist, it is useful to look briefly at three of his

campaigns. the ouster of the Frenc from their border fortrses, the ill-fated Red Rive Delta

offensive, and Dien Bien Phu. As intemaional intrigue and diplomacy swirled from 1946-50, with

France stubbornly Atemptin to rebuild an anacronistic empire while the rest of Asia and the

world polarized between communism and the we.t, General Giap was engaged in Phase I, Stage of
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Contention, of his "People's War." In what Ho called a conflict between the elephant and the

grasshoper, the Vietminh relied alm t entirely on classic hit and run guerilla tactico to ambush

road-bound French columns, gain time, build confidence, gain credib with the people, and

wear down the French.' Concurrently, they expanded their safe haven areas in the northern parts

of Vietnam (Viet Bac) where the French seldom ventured. If the French had challenged them

with a concerted effort, they would have had a difficult time holding on to their territorial gains.

The French did not, and the Vietminh were able to extend and solidify their hold on the Viet Bac.

When the French did foray out from their secure area in the Red River Delta and coastal areas of

Annamn, they would chase the Vietminh, never gaining decisive battle, punishing the villagers who

seemed to be supporting the Vietminh, and then would withdraw - seldom staying or trying to

pacify and improve conditions outside a few key urban areas. This pattern filled the ranks of the

Vietminh with volunteers and severely undermined the Freanch.

By 1950, despite repeated wanings from their recently victorious Chinese advisers about

"prematin" offensiv operations, Giap felt he was ready to move to Phase A Period of

Equilibrium, using his rapidly growing VPA to engage the Ftench in careflully selected, isolated

enggements with conventional forces. Guerilla warfare continued, of course, on a widespretad

basis throughout Tonkin, Annam, and Cochinchia. Gap felt this was a relatively low risk move

to gain experience for his conventional forces and necessary to keep them focused on their ultimate

goal of fighting and defeating the French in a conventional campaiWn

For this first offensive campai4 Giap selected the area of French border fortresses along

the northem frontier (Fgue 2). Paut of this area, Route 3 from Cao Bang to Lang Son, had been

dubbed -the streed without joy" by French soldiers because of the consta ambushes and

harrassmnent they received froin the Vietminh along this route. This choice was strategically
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t
soundr.' Eliminating French presence in these areas would fully secure the Viet Bac as a safe

haven and also insure secure lines of supply from China. Unknown to the French, Giap was

prepared to move to divion-level operations, having organized his regular force, nmw almost

100,000 stron, into five divisions of four regiments each. By westem standards, these were still

primv units, with little engineering, artillery, communications, or other combat support assets.

This was offset by the extensive service support he received from the population.

To test this new organization, Giap made limited objective attacks on French outposts

around LWo Cai (Figure 3) in 1949. His only intent was to train his units and measure French

reaction.u The French responded with both ground reinforcements by truck and highly mobile

paratroopers allowing Giap to develop countermeasures to muinimize these threats.

Now ready to enego in sustained operation% GCap developed a campaign plan to defeat

the well-protected border fortresses. Giap's sequencing of this campaign was vety sound. In

Septnbcr 1950, he su=rounded Cao Bang and That Khe to divert attention and then decisively

engaged Dong Khe.D Anticipating French reactions, Giap had plans to deal with evacuation

afttpt, air resply, or ground reinforcerent. To freze French reinforcments, Giap had a

major offenive launched by guerilla forces throughout the country.

The overall result of this well-thought out, well-sequenced, well-mesourced campaign was

stunning. The Dong Khe assault was successfWl and the French reactions were very poorly

thought out. Giap had brought together, mass, maneuv,; and surprise focused on a wenU-defed

objective and was able to maintain effective security for his forces before, during and after the

astsau. Though he probaly did not anticipaie all of the French reacdons and miake4 he was in

a position to take advantage of them. Much of his advantage was due to the isolation of the

French gaisons, the benem s of Operating logistically with iaior lines, and the poor weather
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which negated French air superiority. It clearly was not happenstance that Giap chose this time

and this place in order to secure these advantages.

The magnitude of the French defeat was not all Giap's design. Once defeat was certain,

the panicked French forces stumbled into puamed ambushes all along the "street without joy" and

were cut to pieces. Whole units were wiped out and the few survivors who emerged from the

jungles in mid-October were subhuman from the deprivation and terror they experiencedl Of the

10,000 men manning border outposts, 6,000 perished or were captured. The French high

command was so shaken, it evacuated Lang Son long before it was even threatened and, in their

haste, left Giap and the VPA with immense amounts of food, cOothing, and medical supplies, plus

tons of ammunition, 13 howitzei 940 machine guns, 4,000 new submachine guns, over 8,000

rifles 450 vehicles and thousands of gallons ofgasoline 24 Prior to this the Vietminh were very

poor in weapons and ammunition, often making their own crude weapons and ammunition In

primiti facories in tho Viet N. The stores of Lang Son and secure lines to China chmged that

part of the equation siificant&y. The French had turned (lap's tactical victory into a strategic

vicoy by their action%, and lot the iniiatNe in this war.

Emboldened by the great victory, Gimp moved his forces towards Hanoi and the Red River

Delta (Figure 4) to stage an offensive to force the French out of the Tonkin region of Vie•nm.

French colonial offici, so depresod by the Border CampaigN drew up plans to evacv e below

the 18th paralUe Gap's oxcs had echoed all the way to Paris. The French goaverment

probab realized after the border debacle that victory was Imposible without nmsise effort, i.e.,

moMe and man•o•er, whic they were pocally unwilling to make. A compomive to buy time

was to aip their bet field Ommander, Geaeral Jeaa do LAttr do Tsipgy to pace the

defeated and demralized Generl Cpentier.
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Some analysts question Giap's failure to press the iniiative and attak the French

immediately after his October 1950 successes. Perhaps he should have, but he had legitimate

concerns. He had taken consid6rable losses at Dong Khe and needed to evaluate and rebuild his

divisions. Also, the procurement of French equipment at Lang Son combined with receipt of new

equipment from China had to be integrated, which required training. Despite false impressions to

the contrary, Giap built a very disciplined, very well-trained force and did not embark on

campaigns impulsively. He needed plans and preparation before proceeding. Each of Giap's five

divisions required approximately 40,000 porters and a month of time to support it The

importance of the counteroffensive convinced him to go slowly and make sure he was ready.

Finally, he had no prepared plans for an attack on the Delta area in late 1950. Planning took time

and plans had to be approved by the Politburo. It was not until early 1951 that Giap was ready,

and many say even this was too soon.

There were a series of three major battles around the Delta region over the next six

months, and Gap was soundly defcated. General do Lattre developed a series of mutually

supporting outposts which formed a "semi-parmeable" triangular barrier around Hanoi, Haiphong

and the princial uice growvig area of the Tonkin region. General do Lattr- had all the advantages

of prepared positions, interior lines of supply and reinforcement, and combined arms, i.e., air,

naval and ground astM Dcspite these advAntages and despite their caution, Ho and Giap knew

that in order to sustain their movement and ultimately win, they would have to control the

popuaon and food resources of this area

IeXhimc**. Giap Ptiecenealed his effort on an extended front, using uncoordinated attacks

on extelrior lines. Pedaps slave to his own doctrine that said the enemy would defend and retreat

in this sLage, he apant eqeted the undertanned French to quit and leave. They did not.
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Giap may have committed the cardinal sin of underestimating his enemy. Attacking first at Vinh

Yen, Giap hoped to overrun the town, trapping the French against a natural barler and then

precipitating evacuations of other outposts. He almost succ ed, but French reinforcements not

fixed in place by supporting attacks, plus the air forces, using newly acquired napalm, finaly drove

the Vietminh back, after massive human wave assaults. Three days of battle decimated two of

Giap's divisions, with up to 6,000 killed and over 8,000 wounded.2 Assaults at Mao Khe and Day

River in March and May met similar fates. Most surprisingly, Giap never used all of his assets

simultaneously in a coordinated campaign, thus detracting from their potential effect

This was not a well-conceived campaign. His objective was to break through the fortmss

line and eventually seize Hanoi To do this, he had to defeat the French colonial army. None of

these attaic was designed to do this. A coordinated effort might have achieved this The most

often cited reason for commencing the counteroffensive without coordinated attacks is the length

of time needd to build up supplies for each division. Estimates suggest he could have been ready

for a five division assult in late April or early May 1951. This was the beginning of momoon

season and considered unacceptable for military operations in the lowland areas. He took a risk,

assuming time favored the French in this case, and lost. Even so, in spite of rough party in

ground forces, attacking prepared positions, and having to contend with air and naval assets, Giaps

forces almost won in the Delia. Tenacity of the troops was a high point for both sides, but clearly

Gtap was "outcoached" in this confrontation. He underestimated the enemy, he failed to plan a

colerent campaign, he failed to mass sufficient strength simnultaneously, and he made some very

bad decisions when thing went wrong It was a disaster for the neophyte general, bui one from

which he leaed a great deaaL
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VL DIEN BIEN PHU

1The defeats in the Red Rtvr Delta forced (Hap to withdraw, rest, and rcfit Additionally,

he had to take stock of his overall strategy. Each early success had made the Vietminh

underestimate the French and incorrectly assess the overall equilibrium. It was not a mistake Giap

would make again. All of his success had occurred when he could draw French forces out on

extended lines, isolate them and then bring overwhelming force to bear. While this strategy took a

lot of time, Giap had been reminded that patience was a virtue in protracted war. He had plenty of

time. The French did not.

In a series of battles in 1952: Giap attacked French outposts well away from the Delta

rgSion In wester Vietnam, isolated them, and fored the French to gv then up. He regained

oanfidemco and fin ,rated the French, but was unable to lure the French out of thir power base in

the Delta in significant numbe. It was inrcinj obvious that he needed to do something more

to lure the Fmench out. Analysts still debate whether Giaps LAs cAmpaip of April 1953 was

intended to draw the French to Dien Bien Phu or not Despite his intent, it did draw them there, It

is clear that Giap thnatened Laos to evoke a French respons He could not have known exactly

where they would tespond to proe Laos but he obviously wanted it to be in an unsccme,

isolated area at the fa end of their air support cqbity. The French chose Dicn Bien Phu, a

small town in a hiJglan(W valley that controlled the ovand approaches to Laos.

Volumes have been writen about what happcne to the French at Dien Bien Phu. It was

such a shmninf, decWisve defeat that Dien Bien Phu has become a separate vocabulay word

qynOMnU with catastrophe. SuTpiiw , much as written about what the French did wron& with

ks semphasisonwhatGiapandthe VPAdidright. Sufficoto ay, he didagreatdcaleight,
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dislyed a great deal of flexibility (not seen in the Delta campaign) and handed the French the

crishin& catastrophic defeat they had hoped to pin on him.

The French decion to sieze Dien Bien Phu Airport, as the paratroopers called the battle,

was a mistake which many recognized during the planning but was ordered by the new French

commander, General Navarre. The French wanted to protect Laos, but also thought this would

lue Giap into a decisive set pioce battle, a I Red River Delta, where they could defeat him in

detail with barbed wire, artillery, and tanks, The French felt they could keep a large ganison

resupplied by air from Hanoi, 300 kilometers away. The valley around Dien Bien Phu was ringed

by lushly covered jungle mountains (Figure 5), but the arta was so rugged and remote that few

thought Miap could get sigaificant amounts of artillery and ammunition to Dion Bien Phu, much

ICU get it up on theheghts and us it effectively. Hodi14

World events - the end of the Korean Conflic, the death of Sui, and the waning will of

France - lcd Ho and Giap to bdieve a decisie win would break the back of the Er-mch. To do

this, Giap had to win the bautle but also azuihilte or uph the entire garrison. His objectives

and dedred end rtte were well understood. The uequcing -- lo&tc buildup, artillmy

bombardment to eliminate the unVotected French artillery (the French artillery commander

vbtequently committed sucide) azd render the airfield unusable, the &iege, infantW assaults on

uccwsv fotfied Frnch pxoons (Figure 6), and, finally, trenching cl•osr to small armu and

mortr MnWg wa weU-oceiWdA When human wave assults fadled to break through, he reuoted

to ulower, but safer tmching and tunneling. Giap had learned the leuons from the Dea on how

to use terrain and quick maming to mininuie the advantage of a&r power and napalm. He got great

intelligence on F•ach pwofion early on flora local agents, and he blinded the French commander

"as to his own intentions with a wel.conceived counter•-•onnakuce effrt. Seeing this as a rare
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opportunity, Giap spared no resources. He brought most of his Army to Dien Bien Phu and

enJoyed a 5:1 advantage in manpower to assure victory. Simultaneously, he used guerilla forces

throughtout Vietnam to freeze p tential French reinforcements in place.

The campaign plan did not work perfectly, but it worked. Despite the brutality and failure

of human wave assaults at Vien Mlnh, Giap tried again. Without technology, it was one of his few

combat options. They failed. This time, he changed tactics, as recounted by Colonel Bui Tin, a

Vietminh veteran of Dien Bien Phu:

General Giap changed the entire plan. He stopped the attack and
pulled back our artillery. Now !he shovel became our most important weapon.
Eveiyone dug tunnels and trenches under fire, sometimes hitting hard soil and
advancing five or six yards a day. Bat, we gradually surrounded Dienbieuphu
with an underground network soveral hundred miles long, and we could tighten
the noose around the French."

This time, patience, overwhelming force, and the flexibility to modify tactics allowed this campaign

to become a tremendous victory and the end of French will to fight in the Tonkin region of

Vietnam. Over 13,000 French soldicis were killed or forced into captivity at Dien Bien Phu.

French politicians gave up Tonkin and much of Annam to become North Vietnam during

negotiations in Geneva a few weeks later. Many blamed General Navarre for the defeat and others

blamed the Americans who refused to provide desperately needed air support at the eleventh hour.

These decisions contributed to the defeat, but Giap clearly deserves credit for superior generalship

in this campaign. The F-ist Indochina War was over. Giap started this war as a novice, but

finished as an accomplished general who had taught himself and many others the mysteries of

operational art in revolutionary warfare.
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VII. LESSONS LEARNED

The Battle of Dien Bien phu, in particular, and the entire First Indochina War, in general,

revealed a number of important truths about operational art, revolutionary war, and

counterinsurgency. The lessons were there to be learned, but the fact that Giap and the Vietminh

were "communists" who did not abide by commonly accepted rules of warfare made these lessons

unworthy for study in the west Furthermore, there was a tendency, especially in Washington, to

blame the defeat on continuing French military incompetence. Few were willing to accept the

possibility that underdeveloped Asians could teach the Allies, who won World War 1I, how to

conduct warfare. A willingness to study the lessons of this war thoroughly might have helped

forge a winning operatoinal strategy in the Second Indochina War.

Clearly defined objectives that work against the enemy's center of gravity are essential.

Giap's "People's War' strategy which slowly and patiently worked against French will was key.

Small victories, increased confidencA, and slowly expanding control worked because time favored

Guip. Impatience and attacking objectives that did not dirctly support this overall strategy led to

the debacle at the Red River Delta. The French neer clearly defined their objectives and the

Vietminh center of gravity. A strategic defensive that denied access to population centers and food

while simultaneously providing real, people-oriented rt form might have worked. People were

looking for order, peace, and reform. The French supr. orted the status quo and continued to look

down their nose at the Vietnamese. The people were the Vietminh's center of gravity - not the

VPA. The Vietminh won the "hearts and minds" despite their often brutal, heavy handed

approach, becas the French never realy tried.
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ie Consistency became very important in this protracted war. The Vietminh were patient and

knew, as long as the French refused to implement real, Vietnamese oriented reform, they had

unlimited resources in terms of support from the people. Hence, they could maintain a consistent,

operational style and objectives, and ultimately prevail. Ho Chi Minh had great confidence in

General Giap and, despite the mistakes in 1951, maintained a steady course. The French obliged

them and complicated their own problems by changing operational commanders with great

frequency. Each had a better idea, and each came in fresh with little respect for the enemy he was

fighting. There was no consistency in French operations.

By conventional wisdom, maneuver should have been a French strong suit. They had all

the technological advantages with trucks, airplanes, helicopters, and paratroopers. The Viettninh

took away these advantages with foot mobility, patience, and initiative. By attacking in multiple

spots simultaneously, a mobile enemy could be fi-ozen into temporary inaction. When he finally

did reinforoo, tho Vlctminh disengagod or ambushed the *would be' reinforemcnts in restrictive

terrain, and then moved quickly to defeat the mobile forces or cut him off from his source of

supply. Giap gave away this edge in the Delta, but relearned the lesson. Luring the French to

Dien Bien Phu was a brilliant operational move of out-maneuve'ing his foe to bring him to a fight

on unfavorable terms. Maneuver in this war was more patience, flexibility, initiative, tempo, and

agility rather than speed and depth. Giap learned to di.perse his forem, causing the enemy to

disperse his forces, and then massed quickly at certain points to gain temporazy advantage - then

disappear. Over time, this greatly undermined French morale and gave the Vietminh an air of

ivinarmy.

Intelligence in any military operation is critical. Protracted war is no exception and human

intelligence takes on the most important role. Commanderi become used to having reconnaissance
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assets which gain and maintain contact so he has a picture of the battlefield. The French had very

poor intelligence in operational areas because they never made an effort at pacification. The

people in these areas were unreliable and often gave false information. Giap developed an

extensive intelligence network. His biggest failures occurred in areas where tribal or religious

loyalties were against the traditional Viet ethnic group. He was seldom surprised, and was able to

consistently surprise the French, often moving massive amounts of supplies and people undetected.

Giap reintroduced the idea of counter-reconnaissance to ground warfare, but the U.S. Army did

not formally re-emphasize this concept in their doctrine until the mid-1980's. Giap stripped away

the limited intelligence/reconnaissance assets the French had at Dien Bien Phu. This battle would

never have been as decisive had Giap been unable to mask Ids movements and emplacement of

artillery from the French.

Both Giap and the French experienced the tendency to underestimate their enemy. Initially

Giap did not, realizing French forces were better trained and better equipped. Once the Americans

began supplying the French, they were even more lethal. The French consistently wider•stinated

the Vietminh. Stereotypes of a dull-witted, slow, ill-disciplined, poorly trained and equipped

Vietnamese soldier persisted, even after some demoralizing defeats. Then the excuse became he

fought unfairly. Field commanders realized they were fighting a discipline, well-trained, motivated

army. The high command never seemed to get the message. Thinking he had gained the upper

hand, Giap underestimated the French once - in the Delta. He never did again and insured his

subordinates were just as vigilant

As stated earlier, the French nevr mounted a comprehensive counterinsurgency program.

They went after the Vietminh and the VPA, but not their base of support They should have

included a comprehensive propaganda and interagency effort to discredit the Vietminh, initiate
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reform and bring peace/order to the pacified areas - and stay there. The French alwa3 a left and

the local politicians they supported were usually corrupt, disliked, and defenders of the ',.tatus quo.

They made only half-hearted efforts at developing alternative armies, police forces, and other

instruments of order and reform. The Vietminh, the insurgents, did counterinsurgewiy better,

bringing order and leadmship, albeit sometimes coercive. Giap's "tiers of forces" ,,.;ncept proved

effective not only on the battlefield, but in keeping peace and order in the Viet Bac. The fact that

they brought order and consistently seemed to successfully harass and beat the vrench. even

thotigh not decisively, made the Victminh credible and made the French look foolish and

powerless. A broad-based, interagency counterinsurgency plan with a dependable pacification

program must be part of an overall campaign plan in protracted war. it gives cohesion to an

otherwise disjointed military operations plan.

Perhaps the most important lesson of this war was the role -if logistics. It was the key to

Giap's victory and the seeds of French defeat, Mobility is great, but it mcans nothing without

secure lines of supply. Mobile forces cannot secure and hold objectives without sustainment A

superficial look at the Vietnmese way of war could lead one to the conclusion that the Victminh

conducted operations on a shoestring. Nothing could he firther from the truth. Everyone of

Giap's campaigns was predicated on a thorougli, detailtcd logistical support plan. He delayed

operations in the Delta because of logistics. His s- !enie for supporting 55,000 soldiers plus

porters at Dien Bien Phu was very car,'•fly thought out (Figure 7). 'he Vietminh did not have

much, but they marshalled what thq had very well. The French ntver effectively targeted their

oumre of supply -- the people.
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VII. GIAP'S LEGACY

As one reads through the history, the mistakes, and the lessons learned from the First

Indochina War, the irony is clear. One couldjust as well be reading about the Second Indochina

War - the U.S. - North Vietnamese struggle from 1960-1973. The similarities are striking -

and depressing. The emphasis on military history in the U.S. Armed Forces since Vietnam is not

coincidence.

Had the French won in Vietnam, Giap would probably have be tried as a war criminal.

His human wave attacks, brual treatment of prisoners, and coercive techniques amongst civilians

are anathem to western value systems. H crimina disregard for human life will always diminish

his stature. His name and reputaton st evoke considerable emotion amongst Vietnam veterans.

Giap was not interested in western staturej however. He was interested in independence for

Vietnam and communism Unfortunately, this has colored the seriousness with which his

campaign have been studied, and fomented bin which suggested that the French bungled victory

away. Such i smnply not the case. The bottom line is he conducted sound campaigns based on

solid operational principles. He was human and made mistAk He was smart and clever, and

leared from his mistakes.

General Giap will be best remembered in history as a battlefield commander - a tactician

who won the battle ofDienBien Phu. As we hav•e dscussed, he mature into a very capable

campaner. Evaluating him as a smtt is difficult bcause the line between military practitioner

and policyraker was so bhlrred in the communist system. What he did do well was take the ideas

of others and adsp them to the unique circumstances of Viektf He made Mao's theories come

to life as ptagmatic battle doctrie He obviously understood the concept of cxpagmn from
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having studied Napoleon and Lawrence. Reading his thoughts on "People's War" reveals his clear

understanding of the Clausewitzian triniy - people, military, government - in the succsl

prosecution of war. Giap has sought to share his ideas through collections of papers published in

Hanoi, but they are disjointed, dogmatic diatribes which camouflage and diminish his potential

message to students of the operational art. An objective, self-critical analysis of his campaigns

would be a meaningful contribution to military art.

While communism may be dead as an ideology, revolutionary warfare is not. Giap's

adaptation of Mao's protracted warfare theories will long be studied and emulated by potential

revolutionaries. The very name, "People's War" suggests its center of gravity is people, but France

and the U.S. both failed to effectively fight the "hearts and minds" battle. In low intensity conflict,

this battle is just as critical to the overall campaign plan. We would be well-served to periodically

review Giap's campaigm as we fine tune our own low intensity conflict doctrine.

While Giap's contribution to opcrational art is considerable, most of it is indirect His

detractors lament the fact he has written little of military significance. Like many great

praitioner; however, the operational value lies in studying his actions not his words. His

greatest contribution is in the introspection he caused in the U.S. Armed For•es. The decade after

VietMn led to an explosion of innovative military thinking focused on operational adt and

campagn planning Prinples of campaign planning are being codified:
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+ Provides broad concepts of operations and sustainment to achieve strategic
military objectives in a theater of war or theater of operations; serves as a

- •,basis for all other planning and clearly defines what constitutes success.

+ Provides an orderly schedule of strate military decisions; displays the
commander's vision and intent

+ Orients on the enemy/s center of gravity.
+ Phases a series of related major operations.
+ Composes subordinate forces and designates command relationships.
+ Provides operational direction and tasks t subordinates.
+ Synchronizes combined and joint arms into a cohesive and synergistic whole.'

Would Giap get high marks for his campaigns if evaluated according to these principles? Probably

not Mi operational success, however, was the catalyst for these principles - the shove in the

right dirctfioi General Vo Nguy•n Giaps legacy is the pragmatic revolutionary war doctrine he

formulated and successfilly executed, the insights he provided on campaigning in a slow-paced,

low intensity conflict, and the revolution in operation'al. (nkinZ he procipitated.
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